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This talk concerns modelling work for UK’s Food Standards Agency (FSA). Norovirus causes infectious intestinal disease in humans via person-to-person contact (P2P) and foodborne (FB) transmission. The FSA commissioned a study to increase understanding of FB mechanisms, and of where to target its efforts. An existing P2P model with an exogenous parameter for FB transmission was transformed into a System Dynamics model of the FB vectors. Modelling involved expert interviews and a facilitated group modelling session. Vectors included were: bivalve shellfish; sludge; some fruits and vegetables; other foodstuffs. This new model demonstrated that an account of the underlying causal mechanisms could be given. It also allowed parameters to be categorised in a way that was useful in future research agenda-setting and in identifying policy levers. Data and steady state analysis then made it possible to calibrate a P2P model for the first time. The resulting sensitivity analysis indicated that small changes in human behaviour could explain the observed x10 seasonal variations in Norovirus cases, and gave insight into the relative importance of FB and P2P vectors. The consequences of the study included an increased understanding by the FSA of the different means of trying to control Norovirus, practical actions and ideas for further work.
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